
The Marcellus gas discovery led to new opportunities,
including the development of a new product line, for ITI
Trailers and Truck Bodies, Inc. The company has been de-
signing andmanufacturing trailers and truck bodies for more
than 30 years. They needed new manufacturing technology
to start making the parts needed quickly and accurately to
take advantage of this new growth opportunity.
ITI Trailers has a history of adding to its product offering

over the years. The company began with flatbed and dump
truck bodies then introduced water tanks that are mounted
on tri-axle and semi-trailer frames. According to Owner Len
Lottig, this in turn led them to build large flatbed and lowboy
trailers to accommodate large oilfield equipment.
The Marcellus gas hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”)

process requires millions of gallons of water, which is carried
to the sites in water trucks. ITI Trailers needed a way to form
the channels that go around tanks that carry the water. They
also needed a different way of rolling flanges on their custom
lowboy trailers.
“We started identifying what parts we needed to make.

We called our local Ercolina machine tool salesman Gary
Danley of Demmler Machinery, and he told us what options
we had as far as what machines would make the most sense
for the parts that we needed to make now and for future
growth,” said Lottig. “We needed to take control of delivery
and quality of parts.”
“We chose the Ercolina CE100 because it was the ma-

chine with the capacities we needed now and some room to
grow,” said Lottig. “It has a hydraulic adjustable top roll with
hydraulic anti-twist correction, which is necessary for our
product line.”
Lottig said they have found numerous ways to cut man-

ufacturing time in half. One example is the way flanges are
rolled, which are used on several different styles of custom
lowboy trailers. “We used to make our beams for our trailers
by cutting, bending and welding them,” he said. “We now
make them in three pieces and have total control of manufac-
turing process. We roll the flanges on the Ercolina CE100 and
cut the web on our AKS high definition plasma table. We
then assemble and weld them together. The rings on the
water tanks are all formed with some special tooling we had
made to our specifications by Ercolina.”
The Ercolina CE100 Roll Bender features three roll drive,

hydraulic center positioning and hydraulic twist correction.
It is equipped with programmable controls—eight individ-
ual programs, unlimited passes. Adigital display shows cen-
ter roll position, and simultaneous down feed and roll
movement minimize deformation. The remote control pen-
dant features low voltage controls and a foot pedal switch.
Universal tooling is included with the machine. It can adjust
to bend T profile, rectangle solids, angle, round solids, square
solids or C channel. Rolling speed is 8 RPM, and forged al-
loyed steel drive shafts are mounted in conical roller bearings
to reduce the number of passes. Each tool shaft is drivenwith
its own planetary motor with break. Maximum capacities
(when used with Tie Bar accessory) include:
• 4” pipe, schedule 40 (A53-A), 32” minimum radius

• 5-1/2” tube, .120” wall, 71” minimum radius
• 4” x 4” square tube, .157” wall, 63” minimum radius
• 4” x 4” x .500” angle (leg-in), 31” minimum radius
• 4” x 4” x .500” angle (leg-out), 24” minimum radius.
According to Lottig, the machine has done everything
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The Ercolina CE100 Roll Bender used by ITI Trailers and
Truck Bodies, Inc. features three roll drive, hydraulic
center positioning and hydraulic twist correction.

With the CE100, ITI has expanded its
product line and increased productivity.
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that they wanted it to do and they have still
not yet pushed it to its limit. “We found several different
ways to cut costs while actually making the products we
manufacture beefier and better for the end user, while saving
time andmaking amore quality product,” he said. “We have
a lot of cosmetic parts that it also does a very good job on.
Rolling is a process that does not come with a handbook. We
have very talented operators here that make a hard job look
easy with the assistance of a quality machine such as the
CE100. The sky is the limit whenwe put the latest technology
together with our skilled workers. It really is a combination
that is tough to beat.”
Materials used by ITI Trailers include 2” x 3” channel,

1/2” x 3” flat bar, 1” x 6” flat bar and 3”
x 3” stainless steel angle.
“We have an excellent design team

here that utilizes computer generated
drawings, which eliminates a lot of
guess work on the shop floor,” said Lot-
tig. Additional equipment used by the
company includes an Ermak 660 ton x
22’ pressbrake, anAKS 12’ x 20’ Hpr 260
high definition plasma table, Ercolina
tubing bender with positioning table,
Ercolina tubing notcher, a Roundo 22’ x
7 ga capacity rolls and Roundo 10’ x
1/4” capacity rolls.
Lotting has over 25 years experience

in fabrication and trailer and tank de-
sign. He was employed at the business
located at the current facility until it
closed in 2005. He then purchased the
building and the equipment and started
his own business, which now employs
70 and has tripled in size since 2006.
For more information contact:
CMLUSA, Inc. Ercolina
3100 Research Parkway

Davenport, IA 52806
563-391-7700
info@ercolina-usa.com
www.ercolina-usa.com

Gary Danley, VP
Demmler Machinery
86 Valley Road
Eighty Four, PA 15330
724-250-7750
info@demmlermachinery.com
www.demmlermachinery.com
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ITI designs and manufactures
truck bodies, trailers and tanks for
the oilfield and other industries.


